is the deliverg of copies of messages to all nodes. A broadcast algorithm is reliable if all messages reach all nodes in finite time, in the correct order and with no duplication. The present paper presents an efficient, reliable broadcast algorithm.
maintains at all times spanning directed trees rooted at the destination has been proposed in [2] and throughout the present paper we assume that the protocol of [2] is the underlying routing algorithm in the network. However, for the reasons stated before, namely the fact that the routing paths are dynamic, the broadcast algorithm of [l] is w e l iable even if applied to the routing procedure of [2: .
The purpose of the present paper is to propose and validate an algorithm whose main property is that the broadcast propagatLng on the tree proaded by the routing protocol [2] is reliable. It is convenient for the purpose of our discussion to separate the property of reliability into two parts: completeness means that each node accepts broadcast messages in t:?e order released by their origin node, uithout duplicates or messages missing, while finiteness is the property that each broadcast message is indeed accepted at each node in finite time after its release. As mentioned and exemplified by the authors, the algorithms of [ l ] are neither complete nor finite. In the algorithm of the present paper, completeness is achieved by requiring nodes to store broadcast messages in thr memory for a given period of time and by introducing counter numbers at the nodes. Finiteness is obtained by attaching a certain impeding mechanism to the routing protocol. We may mention here that it is relatively easy to make a broadcast algorithm reliable if one allows infinite memory, unbounded counter numbers and infinite overhead in the bro-dcast messages. However, the properties that make our algorithm tractirble are: bounded memory, bounded counter numbers, no overhead carried by broadcast messages (in form of counter numbers of any other kind) and the fact that the impeding mechanism is not activated most of the time.
In the rest of the paper we proceed as follows: Sec. 2.1 contains a brief description of the routing algorithm of [2]. Sec. 2.2 and 2.3 build the reliable broadcast protocol step by step, while its final form and main properties are given in Sec. 3.
THE BROADCAST PROTOCOL

2.1
The Routing Protocol
The underlying routing protocol considered in
The Basic Protocol of [ 2 ] . In SUInInWy, this Protocol Proceeds in updating cycles triggered and terminating at the destination node named S I~K . An updating cycle consists of two phases: a control messages propagate uptree from SINK to the leaves of the Current tree and each code i perform this phase whenever it receives a control message MSG from its current preferred neighbor pi: b) control messages propagate downtree. while new preferred neighbors are selected and this ptase is performed at node i upon detecting receipt of MSG from all neighbors.
---
In the following sections we shall need to identify the updating cycles and it is convenient to attach to each Cycle 3 counter mmber a. For the time being a will be unbounded, but later we shall show that a binary variable is sufficient. The routing protocol is specified by the following algorithm.
Routine Aleorithm for node ! ( F M F
1.
For MSG(i",a)
2.
xi ( -(Note: < 3 > * can be performed only after <4> of the previous cycle has been performed). 
4.
if Vt'eGSmx, holds Nsq(I') = 1, t & cycle a completed, Ve'eGsm, set Nsm(P ) = 0.
In principle, the routing tree can be used for broadcast purposes as follows: a node i accepts only broadcast messages received from its father pi and forwards them to all nodes k whose father is i. Observe that we distinguish between receiving a broadcast message and accepting it. In general, a broadcast message received at a node may be either accepted or rejected, depending on the specific algorithm.
The first problem that one encourten with the above procedure is that in the routing algorithm a node i knows only its father p , , but does not know the nodes k for which p k = i. Consequently, we need an addition to the routing algorithm, so that whenever a node i changes its father pi, ( l i n e < 4 > in the Routing Algorithm) it sends two special messages: DCL (declare) to the new father and CNCL (cancel) to the old father. Each node i will have a binary variable ri(k) for each neighbor k that will take on the value 1 if i thinks that p k = i and 0 otherwise. Receipt of DCL at node k from i shows that at the time DCL was sent, node i selected k as pi, so that r,(i) is set to 
N~ (e)+1
3.
-if P = p i , W n : ai+a, send MSG to all !cGi, except pi 4.
-if V!'eG,, holds Ni(!') = 1, then:
4.a select new p r *A specific line in an algorithm will be indicated in angular brackets <>. The algorithm we refer to will either be clear from the context or indicated explicitly.
4.b.
-if new pi,# old pi, then send DCL (a) to new p i and CNCL to old p i 4.c. send MSG(a) to oldp,;VE'cG,, set N,(!')+O.
5.
For CNCL (P), set r,(t') +O. 6. For DCL (!,a), s e t r j ( P ) + l
For B ( & )
8. if I = pi. then accept B, send copy of B to all P ' s t .
-Note: It is worth pointing out that line < 8 > means that if P =pi.
ri(e') = 1 -then B is accepted, while if !#pi, then it is rejected.
Completeness
As mentioned in the introduction, the above broadcast protocol is noncomplete and nonfinite. The purpose of this section is to show that completeness can be achieved by using memory and counter numbers at the nodes. Observe that we achieve our goal without requiring that the counter numbers will be carried by the broadcast messages, so that the algorithm has no overhead cost. For purposes of illustration, it is best to impose for the time being no bounds on the memory or on the counters and also to describe the protocol as if completeness was already proved. After indicating the formal algorithm we shall show that it is indeed complete and in the following sections we shall introduce features that will make the memory and the counters finite. Only broadcast messages B with IC, >ICi(k) need to be sent by i to k.
i3
To save space, the formal algorithm, named Complete Routing-Broadcast (CRB) algorithm, will not be given here. (See [4] ), Our basic assumption is that all messages sent on a link arrive in arbitrary but finite time after their transmission, with no errors and in the correct order (FIFO). Observe that this does not preclude channel errors provided there is an acknowledgement and retransmission protocol on the link. The proof that under this condition the CRB protocol is indeed complete appears elsewhere [4] . Here we only mention that the important property leading to completeness is the statement of Lemma 1, that will be called the session property. Broadcast protocols associated with other routing algorithms can be made to have this property, but several additions to the algorithms are necessary. It is a special feature of the routing protocol of [2] that the session condition holds with no extrainstructions Lemma 1 (Session Property)
For the CRB Protocol mentioned ahove, if a broadcast message B is received at time t at node i from j and it is accepted, then B was sent by j after receiving the last DCL message sent by i until time t.
Finiteness
Completeness means that broacast messages are accepted at nodes in the correct order and with no duplicates or messages missing. However, it does not ensure that all messages are indeed accepted at all nodes. The following s c e~r i o shows that, since we allow arbitrary propagation time for messages on each link, there may be a situation in the CRB algorithm where a node i accepts no messages from a certain time on. Considering Fig. 1 , recall that t D is the time when < 4 > of cycle a is executed at node i, but observe that. following it keep arriving at node i, but w i l l never be accepted
M S G ( a )
In order to correct the situation and achieve finiteness, we introduce an "Impeding Mechanism" in the CRB algorithm. Control messages M S G ( a ) sent from j to i w i l l carry in addition a variable I = zi(i), and MSG(a.z) such that a = ai + 1.z = 0 received from j = p i will be ignored. Moreoever, if node j receives DCL(a,lC) with a < a j node j transmits again M S G ( a j J ) with z=1. In this way, node i postpones execution of < 3 > until it receives acknowledgement from j = pi (in the form of MSG(aj,r = I)), that the last DCL message has been received at j.
The Impeding Mechanism slows down the routing algorithm, but only in extreme situations. This is because the Impeding Mechanism is in fact activated only in the case when DCL (a&) sent by a node i to j arrives there after node j has performed < 3 > of cycle ( a + 1). Since such a DCL message is sent by i when it perform < 4 > of cycle a , this means that propagation of DCL on link (i,j) takes more time than propragation of the routing cycle a from i all the Ray to SINK plus propagation of cycle ( a + 1) all the way from SIXK to node j. This may indeed happen if we allow arbitrary delays on links, but t:le chances are small.
3, -_ I _ ---
The Reliable Broadcast Protocol (RRB)
The protocol described so f a r is indeed complete and finite, but still needs to be refined because it uses infinite memory (for LIST) and unbounded munm (for ai.ICi, etc.). It turns Out however (see 141) that a can be taken to be a binary mriable and if the SI= is allowed to send no more than M broadcast messages per routing CYck the size of the LIST buffers at the nodes needs to be no more than 2~. Consequently, the resulting broadcast protocol P I has the followiq properties.
Properties of RRB (network has S nodes and E links)
Reliability
Finite memory and counters S o overhead cost Control communication cost: the routing protocol requires 2E messages MSG per cycle whether broadcast is operating in the network or not. Broadcast requires no new MSG messages, except in the peculiar situation described at the end of Section 2.3. In addition we need at most N DCL messages and N CNCL messages per cycle.
Broadcast communication cost: most of the time broadcast messages propagate on spanning trees. The only situation when two copies of the same message arrive at a node (and one is ignored) is when a broadcast message "crosses paths" with a CNCL message. This means that CNCL is sent by i to j and the broadcast message is sent by j before CNCL has arrived and is received by i after CKCL was sent. The worst case gives 2W-1) messages in the net per broadcast message, but in most cases this situation will not occur, especially if the propagation time of CNCL is small, so that the average is very close to (X-1) copies per message, which is the minimal broadcast communication cost. 6) Delay: the routing algorithm tends to find paths with small total weight (sum of link weights from nodes to SINK). The delay of broadcast messages will be small if the weights are l i n k delays and the traffic is symmetric on link; or i f the weights of link (i,j) contain a meaSure of the delay on link (j,i). Fig. 1 
